
K - 2nd 3rd & 4th 5th & 6th 7th & 8th

Refs None - coaches ref 2 per game 2 per game 2 per game

Rules
Lightly enforced.  Keep play 

moving

US Lacrosse - Below are 

exceptions

US Lacrosse - Below are 

exceptions

US Lacrosse - Below are 

exceptions

Field Size Smaller than Standard Standard field Standard field Standard field

Coaches Allowed on Sideline Unlimited 3 3 3

Number of Players

7 v 7 (Goalies optional - 

coaches should discuss 

BEFORE game day)

12 v 12 (or less if opponent 

does not have full team)
12 v 12 12 v 12

Play with Goalies
No / NO Deputy Goalies 

allowed. 

Yes / NO Deputy Goalies 

allowed. 

Yes / NO Deputy Goalies 

allowed. 

Yes / NO Deputy Goalies 

allowed. 

Last two (2) minutes of game Running time Stop time Stop time Stop time

Game Time
20 minute running time 

halves

20 minute running time 

halves

25 minute running time 

halves

25 minute running time 

halves

Time Outs None 1 per game - Stop Time One (1) per half; stop time One (1) per half; stop time

Overtime No overtime No overtime
Two (2) minute OT.  Sudden 

victory

Two (2) minute OT.  Sudden 

victory

Draws

Halves start with Draw.  After 

goal, team which was scored 

on gets ball at MID-FIELD

Yes.  At 4 goal lead the ball is 

awarded to trailing team at 

midfield, unless waived by 

trailing team. Returns if lead 

goes below 4

Yes.  At 7 goal lead the ball is 

awarded to trailing team at 

midfield, unless waived by 

trailing team. Returns if lead 

goes below 7

Yes.  At 7 goal lead the ball is 

awarded to trailing team at 

midfield, unless waived by 

trailing team. Returns if lead 

goes below 7

Self Start: N/A

Commence play after foul 

outside scoring area or out of 

bounds. Does not have to 

wait for whistle.

Commence play after foul 

outside scoring area or out of 

bounds. Does not have to 

wait for whistle.

Commence play after foul 

outside scoring area or out of 

bounds. Does not have to 

wait for whistle.

Stick Checks Never allowed Never allowed

Modified checking for both 

D1 & D2 - both sticks below 

the shoulder

Transitional  checking allowed 

for D1 only.  Modified 

checking for D2

2 Pass Rule

Yes.  Two (2) completed or 

attempted passes AFTER 

midfield

Yes.  Two (2) completed or 

attempted passes AFTER 

midfield

No No

Kicking the ball Not allowed Not allowed Yes - must stay on ground Yes - must stay on ground

Penalty Zone N/A
Creation of a cleared area, for 

8M penalties.

Creation of a cleared area, for 

8M penalties.

Creation of a cleared area, for 

8M penalties.

Ground Balls

A loose ball shall be 

contested by no more than 

two (2) players

A loose ball shall be 

contested by no more than 

two (2) players

N/A N/A

Ejection by referee

N/A Reported to RIYLL and 

player/coach sits next game

Reported to RIYLL and 

player/coach sits next game

Reported to RIYLL and 

player/coach sits next game

Administrative: Home team must supply balls on sidelines and endlines

Penalty time should be running time kept on the sideline.

Head Coach only one to talk to official

Spectators on one side line ONLY at least 6 yards from the sideline.

2021 GIRLS' RULES

Home team must get score card signed grades 5 & up.


